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U.C.C.
Scholarships
Congratulations to three of
our Leaving–Cert students,
Peter Fagan, Conor O’Brien
and Nathan Volfango who
were awarded Quercus Entrance Scholarships to
U.C.C.

Readathon 2015

Senior Debating 2015

Senior Basketballers 2015
Robotics Club
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Teachtaireacht an Phríomhoide
As I write these lines in late November, Christmas seems like a long way off. Only in the last few days
have we experienced anything that might approximate to winter weather. We’ve been fortunate to have
had a very pleasant autumn (I even saw a rose in bloom earlier today) and that has certainly helped to
ease us towards the end of the first term. I am aware, however, that by the time you read these lines, it
will be mid-December and all may be very different. Hopefully, not!
We’ve had a very busy opening to the school year but the decision to open rather earlier than
usual in August allowed us to take a day to mark Presentation Day and to take a long weekend in December. I’m sure our ever-diligent students availed of these breaks to cram in some extra study in preparation for their Christmas exams! Apart from the efforts put into their studies, our students have also
been busy with a myriad of activities – sporting, social, cultural and spiritual – and many of these are recorded elsewhere in the pages of
this edition of Spiorad Signals. Our teachers too have been extremely busy coaching school teams, designing new programmes for our
Transition Year Choice Subjects, preparing new strategies in numeracy and ‘learning to learn’, or just going about the mundane but no
less important work of preparing lessons and guiding their students towards the State examinations next June.
There has been an increased awareness this term of the importance of positive mental health. We have had a positive mental
health week for a number of years now but among the new developments this term has been the introduction of Ms Barry’s teen yoga
classes and Mr Reid’s programme on mindfulness. We have also begun working towards the attainment of an Amber Flag – the award
given to mental health promoting schools. We now have a beautifully refurbished prayer room where students can go for a few minutes of
quiet reflection away from the busyness of school life. Our thanks go to Ms Cleary and Mr Skally for their hard work in bringing this
about and to our trustees, the Presentation Brothers Schools Trust, for their financial support of the refurbishment. Irrespective of our individual religious beliefs, it is important that we don’t lose sight of the spiritual dimension that lies at the core of all of our lives and, indeed, at the core of what we stand for as a school. We have attended Mass together as a school community on a number of occasions this
term already – mostly for happy events but also for sad ones such as the anniversary of Evan Kidney’s death – and, in these times of religious intolerance throughout much of the world, it was uplifting to have quite a number of non-Catholic students join us. While we are
proud to be a school founded in the Christian traditions of the Presentation Brothers, we are also a school that welcomes children of all
religious traditions or indeed of none.
As I write these lines, it is less than a fortnight since the horrific events in Paris. This month has also seen appalling atrocities in
Mali and in Lebanon, while innocent people in Syria and Iraq continue to get caught between the medieval savagery of ISIL and the counter attacks of the western superpowers. Much of this violence is carried out in the name of religion. Unfortunately, we, in Ireland, know a
thing or two about religious intolerance! I think we should be very grateful that Coláiste an Spioraid Naoimh is a place where all religious
beliefs are respected. I am very proud that religious bigotry and racism seem to be almost entirely absent from our school. We must not
take this for granted. The language of intolerance and the minor behaviours associated with it can seep in to the culture of a school almost
unnoticed. We must guard against it. If you hear it or see it, challenge it!
Whether you are a Catholic or a Protestant, a Muslim or a Hindu, the Christmas message is one of goodwill to all. It offers hope
to all of us – even those with no belief or those of us who often struggle with our faith. May I wish all members of the CSN community –
pupils, parents and staff – a very happy and peaceful Christmas.
M. Sexton

Readathon 2015
Well done to all our 1st and 2nd
year students who participated
in the Readathon. Many thanks
to their sponsors – (parents and
friends). Proceeds go to The
Marymount Hospice, Presentation Brothers' projects in Africa
and Cork Simon Community.
Krzysztof Kordeczka (T.Y.)
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Our newly refurbished Prayer room

Debating News
Coláiste an Spioraid Naoimh
has seen great success this
year in debating. In the junior level we had two teams
compete in the City Schools
prepared debating competition. The first team was comprised of Cian Morey and
Jason Scully, and the second
of Finn Pinker O'Donovan
and Aaron McGee. Both
teams got through the first
round of the competition
with flying colours.

Please feel free to visit the newly refurbished Prayer Room. This is a sacred space where

you can say a prayer, meditate or just sit and listen to the reflective music.

Christmas Food Appeal
Students launch the food appeal for St.
Vincent de Paul and Cork Simon Community.
Staff and students are invited to wear a Christmas
jumper/hat or anything red or green on Wednesday
next. We will all donate some non-perishable items to
our Christmas food appeal. Boxes will be placed beside
the Crib and the Christmas tree.
Christopher Murphy, T.Y.
Stephen McCarthy, T.Y.

On the senior level, we put
forward three teams in the
Philosoph Munster Schools
Debating Competition. The
first two teams: Seán Layzell,
Osama Shammary, Ben
Smith and Shane Cahill,
topped their rounds and progressed to the quarter finals
automatically. A third team
of Alan O'Sullivan and Joseph Dilworth came second
and have progressed to a
further qualifying round to
get to the quarter finals.
Joseph Dilworth (5th Year)

Transition Year Tai Chi

Ensuring Your Safety and Wellbeing
In common with all schools and other institutions that cater for children and vulnerable
adults, Coláiste an Spioraid Naoimh takes child safety and protection very seriously. Should
you (whether you are a parent, a staff member or a pupil) have any concerns relating to the
wellbeing of any student in our school, you should immediately bring it to the attention of
the Designated Liaison Person (the ‘DLP’) for our school – Mr Sexton. In the event that
Mr Sexton is not available for any reason, you should inform the Deputy DLP – Mr Foley.
A student can, of course, speak to any member of staff at any time if he wants to raise a
concern about either himself or another student.
Remember, if you are or someone you know is being abused – whether it be physically,
sexually, psychologically or emotionally – by a parent, relative, neighbour or fellow student, you MUST act to ensure that it is stopped.
Mr Sexton

Students in Transition Year
have Chinese Studies as one of
their modules. Recently Mr.
Sang from the Conficius Institute gave a Tai Chi demonstration which emphasises a philosophy through physical activity.
A Malone

Academic Awards 2015
Our Academic Awards Ceremony was held on 13th of
November to acknowledge the achievements of Leaving
Certificate and Junior Certificate students in the 2015
Examinations. Past-pupil Micheál Ó Riordán presented
the awards on the night and he also addressed the students
and their parents. Mr. Ó Ríordáin is a Consultant Colorectal
Surgeon in Mercy University Hospital, Cork and Senior
Lecturer in surgery in University College Cork. He did
the first laparoscopic (keyhole) bowel surgery in Ireland.
In a wide-ranging keynote speech, which was predicated on
what would be useful to know setting out on life’s journey,
Mícheál spoke about the notion of success, about dealing with
failure and the need to lead a principled life.
With regard to success, he spoke about the need to live life in the present, to be as good as you can at what you are doing now, rather than
concentrating on some far-off goal that might or might not be achieved. All the short-term goals would eventually lead you to an ultimate
destination anyway.
He spoke about the necessity of dealing with failure. We all fail,
but it is what we learn from failure and how we pick ourselves
up afterwards that is important. He encouraged students to be
accepting of failure as an intrinsic part of being human and he
emphasised the importance of being resilient after failure.
He encouraged students to live a life of principle. In his experience, we can be defined by how we deal with those who are less
fortunate than ourselves – those who are weaker, or ill or poorer. He encouraged our students to be kind and sensitive to others.
He urged students to believe in themselves and to not live anyone else’s life.
The following former students received a gold medal for
achieving the highest mark in the Leaving Certificate and/or
for receiving 600 points or more:
Tom Brooks, Daniel Dilworth, Peter Fagan, Seán Foyle, Raj
Gardezi, Patrick Hayes, David Lynch, David O'Keeffe, David Reidy, Brian Spillane, Nathaniel Volfango
We also would like to acknowledge the success of the following students who received U.C.C. Quercus Entrance Scholarships:
Peter Fagan, Conor O'Brien and Nathaniel Volfango.
The following 4th Year students received a certificate to acknowledge their outstanding results in the Junior Certificate Examination 2015:
Omar Aftab, Dara Costello, Shane Cahill, Michael Murphy, Alan O'Sullivan and Dylan Whelan.
Congratulations to one and all.

M. Foley
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CSN School Bank

Chess Club

(in conjunction with Bank of Ireland)

The chess club meets each
Monday and Friday at 12.50
pm, in room 11. If you would
like to be part of a vibrant chess
club, then, please come along to
room 11!

Transition year students have set up the school bank which aims to provide a banking
service to all CSN students, especially First and Second years. They have been selected
and trained by Bank of Ireland staff , Lisa O'Keeffe and Aidan Walsh (senior Cork
hurler). They plan to open every Tuesday at lunchtime in the GP Room .
The Opening Day was a great success with a real party atmosphere of music, pizzas
and prizes such as a signed rugby jersey, an ipad mini and a signed Aidan Walsh hurley.
The team members are:- Colum Mulhall (manager), Dylan Whelan (deputy manager)
and Eoin Dorgan, Shane Cahill, Ian Burchill and Kevin O'Regan.
We wish them good luck in their year ahead as a professional banking team of Transition Year students.
A Malone

We hope to be able to enter
four teams from CSN for the
Secondary Checkmate competition. We also intend to enter
three teams for the ChessZ
competition. The chess competitions will begin in January 2016.
Our boys are always proud to be
able to represent CSN, at the
aforementioned competitions,
each year. Go néirí go geal libh!
Mr Kiely

Horticulture
This is the second year that
Horticulture has been offered to

transition year students as a
non-academic module. 25 students are in the group.
In the poly-tunnel we have been
growing winter salads, onions,
beetroot and curly kale.
We planted bulbs for the spring,
including daffodils and tulips
and we have planted some indoor bulbs for flowering around
Christmas time.
We now have 2 compost heaps
for recycling garden waste and
we installed a water butt for
harvesting rainwater.
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We are planning projects and preparing
for experiments to test out some of our
ideas.

Vex Robotics
Vex robotics is an international competition sponsored by EMC to encourage
engineering in secondary schools around
the world. More than 10,000 people
from 32 countries compete every year,
with the world finals being held in
America.
This year’s competition, Nothing But
Net, involves building a robot that can
collect balls from around an arena and
shoot them into one of two nets of various height, and then be elevated off the
ground (either by another robot or a built
-in lift). For fifteen seconds of the match
the robots are autonomous (computer
controlled) and for the other two minutes
a driver is controlling them.
Our team is a year old, and in our debut
last year we came third in Ireland. We
are currently building a new robot for
this year’s competition, and have secured funding from Cork Rotary Club,
the ESB and Masterlink Logistics.

Matthew Cronin

The Science Club in Coláiste an Spioraid
Naoimh was re-established by Mr Nolan
and Mr Healy. We have some sixth year
students to mentor us . The club meets on
Tuesdays in the Chemistry Lab from
13.00 to 13.40. We are looking at the sciences from different angles.

One project is CanSat (European Space
Agency). A second project is CubeSat
(involving NASA), and another involves a
trip to UCC. For CanSat we design and
build a low-level rocket that will measure
temperature, pressure etc., and must return to the ground intact. Some of the
group are preparing a Young Scientist
project for next year.
We are currently looking for suggestions
for our club and new members are always
welcome. We encourage anyone who has
an interest in science to come along.
Ross O Donovan, James Ruane 2nd Yr.

As part of Science
Week activities in
Coláiste an Spioraid
Naoimh, a competition was held in First
year Naoimh Mícheál. Science Week is the Government’s national initiative
to generate interest in the Sciences. Students were encouraged to complete a science
project on a topic of their choice. Well done to all who participated. The standard of
entries was superb.
First place was awarded to Daniel Coleman, David Corkery, Chris Connolly and Kevin
Barry-Dorney. They are pictured with their 3D Food Pyramid which they designed and
constructed. Their aim is to advise younger students about food quality, nutrition and
appropriate quantities to be consumed. They plan to visit local primary schools to share
their project with other students. Well done boys.
Mr Healy.

BT Young Scientist Competition 2016
This year the school has two maths based projects from 5 th year students accepted to the
BT Young Scientists Competition and they will present their work in Dublin in January
2016. The two student teams are : Team 1: Cormac Larkin , Nathaniel Grant and Conor
McKeown and team 2: Joseph Dilworth, Dylan Morley and Allan Barry
Team 1: We are very interested in Mathematics and Computer Science and we tried to find
a project that would combine elements of both of our interests. We decided to examine
Erikson’s Square Game by applying the Mini-Max algorithm to it. Erikson’s square game
uses a square grid with side of number n. Two players each try to make a square in the grid with x’s or o’s. We use a computer programme written in the Python language. Results from this project may have potential applications in Artificial Intelligence.
Cormac Larkin
Team 2: Our project focuses on the "Pancake Problem." In this, you have a stack of pancakes of different sizes in any order. The aim
is to find the minimum number of flips needed to put any stack in order of size. The main challenge is to develop a quick and reliable
way to calculate the flips needed for each stack. In this project, we are using our mathematical ability and coding skills that have been
developed over the years in school, as well as from outside programs, such as UCC Maths Enrichment.
Joseph Dilworth
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CSN YOGIS

U 19 league - Since September, in
our pool games, we have played and
beaten St. Brogan's Bandon, Christians and Pres. We lost one game
narrowly, and that was to St. Aidan's
Community College, despite
AJ's Caballero's superb performance on the day. As a result of
this we came 2nd in our group and
we will now play Patrician Academy
Mallow in the quarter final league
play-off on Wednesday 18th of November.

The CSN yogis are taking to their mats! Lunchtime yoga is being offered to all students for the
remainder of the school year. Yoga is a wonderful tool for the promotion of wellbeing and
building the resilience of our students. Yoga affects our bodies physically and mentally through
increased fitness, flexibility and rejuvenation. Yoga has a positive impact on the internal organs,
nerves, muscles, glands and joints as well as promoting relaxation and healing. The practice of
yoga can also aid concentration and stress reduction as well as improve sleep. Investing in our
students’ physical and mental health is paramount because they are worth it!
Ms Barry

TY Fundraising for Cope
As part of transition year, our class decided to put our efforts into helping a charity. We
nominated a fundraising committee: Dylan Whelan, Dean Newman, Sufian Mohammad,
Baki Albayrak and Krzysztof Kordeczka. They came up with the idea
of having a no-uniform day to help
raise funds for the Cope Foundation.
Some of the class designed posters
and others went around to classrooms collecting €2 from students.
From the day we raised over one
thousand euro to help benefit the
Cope Foundation.
Robert Phelan 4A2

U19 Cup We won the first round
against Coláiste Chiaráin from
Leixlip. That was a very tight game
and to make matters worse we had a
number of our players fouled out
early. With less than 10 seconds left
on the clock, it looked to be slipping
away from us as we needed a basket
to draw level. We had possession but
didn't look like scoring. Then, Rob
Wyse took aim, fired his shot and
against the odds, scored a 3-pointer
on the buzzer…the bench and the
coaches went mad. A great win. Brian O'Neill was man of the match
with 22 points
Despite Kevin Barry scoring several
3- pointers, we narrowly lost the second round match to St. Paul's, Monasterevin.
U 16s The U16s had only two
competitive games. We were well
beaten in the first game by St. Aidan's but in the second we ran St.
Brogan's close. We have miraculously and inexplicably qualified for
the quarter final which takes place on
Tuesday November 17th against
Glanmire C.C.. We are unsure where
this team is going but with their luck
to date there could be an All-Ireland
on the cards!
1st years - still in the process of
squad selection but we look to have
the makings of a very good squad.
WATCH THIS SPACE!
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BRINGING DOWN THE CURTAIN
by Cian Morey
Yesterday,
All my troubles seemed so far away;
Now it looks as though they’re here to stay,
Oh, I believe
In yesterday.
The song had been stuck in my head for ten excruciating days. It was, however, rather appropriate for my
current situation.
The pantomime was in action on the other side of the curtain, and Judgement Day was upon me. I’d spent
three entire months preparing for the role of “Waiter #3”, and I’d needed every second. It was by far the most difficult part I had ever accepted - I had to walk on at the end of Scene 2, pick up a teapot and walk off again. Thank
God I didn’t have any lines.
I wandered into a dark little corner and sank down on a flimsy box which promptly proceeded to burst asunder, scattering polystyrene and fairy dust across the floor. I barely noticed; I had too much on my mind. I was on in
fifteen minutes.
It’s alright, I told myself. Just walk on, grab the teapot and leave. I can do this. I can do this!
‘I can do this!’ I exclaimed, with as much confidence as I could muster (which, admittedly, was very little).
‘Oh, wonderful!’ the director grinned. ‘You’re on in ten seconds.’
‘W-What?’ I stammered.
‘Don’t worry,’ the director continued. ‘Just try to relax in the harness, OK? And don’t scratch under the
wig. Oh, and remember, the Fairy Godmother song is a really cheerful, upbeat, optimistic, love-in-the-air and
dreams-coming-true sort of thing, alright?’
‘What?’ I asked again, as someone wrestled me into a harness and shoved a lopsided blonde wig onto my
head.
‘Well, you agreed to do it, didn’t you?’
‘Agreed to what?’
‘To being the Fairy Godmother! Because Natalie fainted, remember?’
‘Umm...’
But without warning I was in the air. There was a puff of smoke, and I was buffeted out over the stage.
It was a full house. Hundreds of children screeched and cackled at me from the audience, their little plastic
wands flashing brightly like Bond-esque implements of death, ready to torture me for the slightest flaw in my performance. Cinderella herself stared in disbelief. A spotlight came to rest on me and then quickly moved away
again.
The song, I remembered suddenly. I have to sing that song, the Fairy Godmother song... but what was it?
Something cheerful, upbeat and optimistic... about love... and dreams... something like that, anyway...
I took a deep breath and sang the first words that came into my head.
“Yesterday,
Love was such an easy game to play;
Now I need a place to hide away,
Oh, I believe
In yesterday.”
Someone started crying. I glanced behind me, and saw the director making some puzzling gestures which
seemed to imply either that she had quite a pain in her neck, or that she was intent on severing my head from my
shoulders at the next possible opportunity.
Then something snapped in the harness and I went spiralling across the stage; I hit a spotlight head-first, and
it crashed down from on high, snagging in the curtains and ripping them to the floor; the harness broke completely
and I slammed onto the stage, just as the curtains roared into flames. All lights in the theatre went out, the sprinklers came on, everybody screamed, and the trapdoor opened beneath me and I plummeted out of sight.
*
HAIRY GODMOTHER: A GOOD ACTOR? OH NO HE’S NOT.
Beneath the headline was a blurry photograph of my face disappearing through the trapdoor, and interviews
from raging audience members featuring such paragons of prose as “they made a right messy mess of it, a right
messy messy mess” and the slightly more critical “lynch the eejit with his socks”.
Unsurprisingly, I was fired within forty seconds, and thrown out into a back-alley with my wig still on. I sat
there freezing while the theatre was evacuated. Occasionally a tongue of fire would burst through the wall, enough
to warm my hands a bit.
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Time ticked sluggishly by, until eventually everyone had left and the firemen had arrived, dismissed it as a hopeless case and
gone into a next-door Dino’s instead. All was quiet.
‘Mister?’
A small boy stood nervously beside me.
‘What?’ I sighed.
‘I liked you,’ he said. ‘You were funny.’
And he toddled off.
So one person liked me. One whole person. That was more than I’d ever achieved before in twenty-five years as an extra. Yes,
I’d sung the worst possible song; yes, I’d set the theatre on fire; and yes, I’d potentially broken my nose after falling from the sky... but
one little boy had liked me, and that was enough.
This was the best day of my life.

Readathon
2015
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Rotary Youth Leadership Development Competition.

I was recently involved in the Rotary ‘Youth Leadership Development Competition’ which Euan Lindsay
won last year and subsequently travelled to Strasbourg to visit the European Youth Parliament.
Initially, students were interviewed at the ‘schools stage’ of the competition. I then went on to represent
the school at ‘district stage’ where students from seven different schools in the Bishopstown Rotary district were interviewed again and one student from Ballincollig Community School advanced to the
‘Munster stage’ of the competition. Coláiste An Spioraid Naoimh, Coláiste Choilm, Mount Mercy College, Bishopstown Community School and Ballincollig Commuity School competed in the ‘District
Stage’ of the competition.
The interview process was an experience which I hope will be of great benefit to me in the future. I received some incredible advice from a lot of the people involved in the Bishopstown Rotary club and the
overall experience of being involved in the competition was fantastic.
David McGregor
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Syrian Refugee Appeal

Sincere thanks to staff, parents and students for their amazing response to the Syrian refugee appeal.
A special word of thanks to Mr O'Kelly and Mr Skally for bringing all the bags and boxes to The Life Centre. Kevin O'Regan,
Gabriel Donohue, Brian O’Driscoll and I worked with the students up there helping to organise the appeal.
Dylan Whelan, T.Y.

Green Schools
The Green schools project is well underway in Coláiste An Spioraid Naoimh at the
moment. The committee meet every Tuesday at 1:20. We recently had a visit from
Green Schools co-ordinator Birgit O’Driscoll from An Taisce. Birgit provided us with
feedback on the current situation in the school. She was impressed with some of the
things we were already doing and she also pointed out areas where we could improve.
From her feedback, we outlined possible targets for the coming months. At the moment
we are focussing on the use of plastic bottles in the school. Informative PowerPoint
presentations have been made to junior students and a plan has been put in place for the
coming months. We are encouraging all students to bring their drinks bottle. This bottle can be refilled from the fresh water taps in the school.
David Mc Gregor
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Hurling News

It has been another busy first term for CSN hurlers competing in both Cork Post Primary and Munster Colleges competitions.
Our U16 1/2 hurlers travelled to Millstreet on the 23 rd of September to take on Causeway Comprehensive in the first
round of the Munster competition. Unfortunately on the day our opponents proved too strong and the final whistle
concluded CSN’s involvement in the competition.
CSN U16 ½ Panel : Ger Collins, Sean Hogan, Matthew Coffey, Cian Ahern, Morgan Sheehan, Patrick O'Neill, Sean
Cunningham, Dara O'Sullivan, Charlie Murphy, Shane Murphy, Jamie O'Sullivan, Ian Burchill, Cian O'Rourke, Fionn
Kidney, Jack Dunne, Liam O'Driscoll, Evan Kavanagh, Ian Barrett, Thomas White, Darragh McCarthy, Jack Long, Eoin
Murphy
The CSN Senior hurlers opened their Munster B campaign (Corn Thomáis Mhic Choilm) against Borrisokane CC on the
14th of October in Kilmallock. Over the hour CSN demonstrated great resolve and eventually emerged winners on a
score line of 2-16 to 1-15. Darragh Holmes, Richard Lombard and Kelvin Forde played particularly well. On Friday the
16th of October the senior hurlers travelled to Church Road to take on St. Francis Rochestown College in O’Callaghan
Cup. Despite a spirited and committed performance the opposition proved to be too strong. CSN met Abbey CBS in the
2nd group match of the Munster B competition. Abbey started strongly but CSN fought back well to end the first half
trailing by a single point. Courageous defence from Kevin Maguire and Eoin Lombard and 2 successfully converted goal
opportunities from Conor Hegarty and Richard Lombard were memorable features of the first half. Abbey CBS continued to pose questions of our defence in the second half however CSN responded in kind and finished the much stronger
of the sides on the day but could not sufficiently close the gap on the scoreboard. Final Score Abbey CBS 0-19 Col Spioraid Naomh 2-09. The next round is due to take place on the 2nd of December is 2015 and our opponents are Roscrea
CC. CSN Senior Panel: Sean Foley , Alan McCarthy, Barry McIntyre, Ben Murphy, Brian McCarthy, Brian Rigney,
Cathal Fitzpatrick, Cillian McPhillips, Conor Cahalane, Conor Hegarty, Daragh Holmes, David Og Coleman, Eoghan
McCarthy, Eoin Lombard, Gerard Collins, Kelvin Forde, Kevin Maguire, Olan Davin, Richard Lombard Capt, , Sean
O'Rourke, Sean Tyers , Bill O Connell, Colm, O Driscoll, Emmet Ryan, Cathal O'Leary, Conor Larkin, Cathal McCarthy,
John Buttimer, Luke Lordan, Ciaran Foley, Conor O’Hora
Selectors: C.O’Neill, J.Desmond & B.Walsh
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Basket Ball update
The semi-final took place in Parochial Hall on the 25th of November and the opposition on the day were Scoil Mhuire Gan Smal,
Blarney. After an horrific start which left us 19 - 5 down at the end of the first quarter, we hit a purple patch and then led by a
point, 35 -34 at half-time.
As play continued both teams were neck and neck, Spiorad Naomh staying in front but Blarney chasing with good three point
shooters. With one minute thirty five left on the clock we were a mere three points up. We did win and by seven points but the
whole experience was nerve-wracking!
And so, next step was our meeting with St. Aidan's in Neptune Stadium on Thursday Dec 3rd for the South Final. A win would
have guaranteed an All-Ireland semi-final spot, whereas the runners-up would be left to face a back door set up and an arduous
route through the play-off system.
Unfortunately for us, on December 3rd, we weren't firing on all cylinders despite the fabulous support from the Spiorad Naomh
supporters. A huge thanks to all who were there on the day, your support was very much appreciated. I know the lads would have
loved to have given you all a better show.
So, we're down but not out. Our first of two play-off games is on Friday the 15th of January 2016.
Ms Walsh

Art
&
Craft
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Photo Gallery

First year Board Games Tournament

Our curry definitely tasted better than group B’s. It was
even good enough for the Principal and Deputy-Principal!

TY Cookery
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TY launch S.V.P food
appeal at coffee morning in library.

Entertainment for
the coffee morning
was provided by
members of the
Trad-Group.
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MINI-COMPANY 2015
Driven
The name of our mini company is ‘Driven’ which portrays our company's determination to succeed . Four members of our group : CEO , Deputy
CEO , Market Research and Finance manager were selected to attend an innovation day at the Silver Springs Hotel . The advice and tips we were
given made coming up with an idea much easier . After hours of brainstorming each member of our company came up with suggestions on how
tasks and problems that we face in everyday-life can be solved or made easier. Due to great teamwork we came up with an idea that would help
people when putting groceries into their cars .
Our company has invested in “car nets” . This product is aimed at consumers that purchase large amounts of groceries on a weekly basis . One
problem that many consumers face is a lack of space to manage their groceries when leaving the supermarket . This usually results in goods getting squashed or damaged in the process . By inserting a car net in the back or boot of your car this will be solved . Our car nets are made of nylon which allows them to withstand large shopping bags . It has various compartments where different shopping bags or goods can be stored . Not
only does it prevent goods from being squashed , it also prevents goods such as glass bottles from falling out of the car . The main purpose of our
product is to make grocery shopping easier for consumers .
CEO : Daire Cullinane . Deputy CEO : Ciarán Cullinane

Board of Management
A new Board of Management took up office in October for the coming three years. As you all know, the day to day running of the
school is left to the Principal and Deputy Principal who are supported by the staff of the school but ‘ultimate authority’ rests with the
members of the Board. We have been lucky in Coláiste an Spioraid Naoimh to have been served over the years by Board members of
exceptional ability who have been extraordinarily dedicated to the continual improvement of our school and to the welfare of our
pupils and staff. It should not be forgotten that the men and women who take on the great responsibility of guiding our school at
Board level are all volunteers who receive no payment whatsoever for their work.
The outgoing Board was a particularly successful one which oversaw quite a number of significant events and innovations including
our 50th Jubilee celebrations, the Whole School Evaluation of 2013, the upgrading of the exterior landscaping, the installation of full
disabled-access facilities, including the elevator, the introduction of the School Self-Evaluation process, and very substantial investment in our library. And this is to name but a few of the more obvious achievements of the outgoing Board. In Dr Donal Hurley, we
had a Chairman of exceptional wisdom and he was ably assisted by Brother Terence Hurley, Mrs Maire Calnan, Mr Declan O’Connell (all trustee nominees), by Mrs Barbara Oakes and Mr David Coleman (parents’ nominees), and by Ms Anne Cleary and Mr Steven O’Connor (staff nominees). As the Principal of the school and Secretary to the Board, it was both a privilege and a pleasure to
work with such talented people, all of whom brought their own personal qualities and professional experience to the deliberations of
the Board. I am not myself a member of the Board. My role is essentially that of a type of CEO whose job it is to prepare the Board
meetings, to advise the Board as required and to implement the decisions of the Board. If you would like to know more about the
work of the Board over the last twelve months, you can read the annual report on the school website. A summary of each Board
meeting in the form of an Agreed Report is also read out at Parents’ Association meetings.
The new Board which has just taken up office will be chaired by Mr Sean Culhane who was for a number of years the Principal of Coláiste Chríost Rí. We are very fortunate to have a man of Sean’s ability and experience at the helm for the coming three
years. The other nominees of our trustees (the Presentation Brothers Schools Trust) are Mrs Barbara Oakes, Mr Declan O’Connell
and Mr David Clifford. The presence of Barbara and Declan will provide very useful continuity between the outgoing and incoming
Boards. The parents’ nominees are Mr Donal Dilworth and Mrs Anne O’Hora – both of whom have held executive roles on the CSN
Parents’ Association, while the staff nominees are Mrs Brenda Moriarty and Mr Niall Brett. I’m sure I speak on behalf of the entire
CSN community of pupils, parents and staff in wishing the new Board every success in its important work.
Michael Sexton, Secretary to the Board of Management

We wish all our readers a
very happy Christmas and a
wonderful 2016.

